
  
 

 

 
 

 

 

Clients Include: 
   

The University of Michigan  

American Cancer Society 

 U. S. Oncology       

   Karmanos Cancer 

Institute  

The Atlanta Braves     

City of Hope   

St. John Health     

Saint Joseph Mercy    

Henry Ford Health Care  

Beaumont Hospital  

Munson Medical Center  

Sparrow Hospital      

   Oakwood Hospital    

City of Detroit    

Ford Motor Company  

General Motors  

 The Social Security 

Administration 

U.S. Army Tacom    

U.S.P.S                              

Heery International 

Verizon Wireless 

AT&T 
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High-Value * High-Content   *   High-Energy 

 
 

Lauren Hudson is no ordinary speaker.                                         

She is a Cancer Survivor, 2-time Caregiver, Emmy-award 

winning Television News Reporter, Author, and a powerful 

motivating force for mastering challenges and change.  

Lauren’s energy and enthusiasm are contagious.  Her humor, 

stories, and rare "tell-it-like-it-is" style create a memorable 

experience every time.  When Lauren speaks,                 

audiences listen, learn, and enjoy! 

As a Speaker, Lauren offers a special perspective truly helpful to 

patients, families, health care providers, and the community. 

Lauren was diagnosed with breast cancer just 6 weeks after her 

mother was diagnosed with terminal lung cancer.  Following 

surgery, chemotherapy, radiation, and her mother's passing, 

Lauren battled major depression.   

Lauren used her veteran Reporter skills to gain the necessary 

knowledge and tools to overcome that challenge; this valuable 

information is what she shares with others.  She provides 

extensive knowledge on the psychosocial impact of illness, 

handling stress, and the healing powers of Happiness, which are 

also available for CEU and CME accreditation.   

Corporations and organizations look to Lauren for speeches and 

workshops on overcoming challenges, creating work / life 

balance, positive productivity and more, filled with proven and 

innovative ideas for harnessing human potential and sparking 

transformation.   

Lauren was a national representative for the Saks Fifth Avenue 

"Fashion Targets Breast Cancer" campaign; recognized by Sears 

and the WNBA with their "Breast Hero" award; named "Who's 

Who among American Women," and one of the "Most Influential 

African-American Women in Metropolitan Detroit."  As a 

Reporter she has interviewed thousands of people including    

U.S Presidents, Olympians, and many other top achievers. 

Known as “The Happiness Princess,“ Lauren is the founder of 

"The International Happiness Network,” Her Books / CD's, 

include:  "Surviving & Soaring," "The Power of Happiness," "On the 

Road to Happiness," "Superpower Success," "The Be Happy App."  

 

 

 

 

 


